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As with other emerging technologies, advanced robotics brings with it new ethical and
policy challenges. This paper will describe the ﬂourishing role of robots in society—from
security to sex—and survey the numerous ethical and social issues, which we locate in
three broad categories: safety & errors, law & ethics, and social impact. We discuss many
of these issues in greater detail in our forthcoming edited volume on robot ethics from
MIT Press.

Bill Gates recently observed that “the emergence of the robotics industry . . . is developing in much the same way that
the computer business did 30 years ago” [18]. As a key architect of the computer industry, his prediction has special weight.
In a few decades—or sooner, given exponential progress forecasted by Moore’s Law—robots in society will be as ubiquitous
as computers are today, he believes; and we would be hard-pressed to ﬁnd an expert who disagrees.
But consider just a few of the challenges linked to computers in the last 30 years: They have displaced or severely
threatened entire industries, for instance, typewriter manufacturing and sales by word-processing software, accountants
by spreadsheets, artists by graphic-design programs, and many local businesses by Internet retailers. Customer-tracking
websites, street-view maps, and the free and anonymous ﬂow of information online still raise privacy concerns. The digital
medium enables sharing that may infringe on copyright claims, and a largely unregulated process of registering domain
names has led to charges of cybersquatting or trademark disputes. The effects of social networking and virtual reality on
real-world relationships are still unclear, and cyberbullying is a new worry for parents. Internet addiction, especially to
online gaming and pornography, continues to ruin real lives. Security efforts to protect corporate networks and personal
computers require a massive educational campaign, not unlike safe-sex programs in the physical world. And so on.

To be clear, these are not arguments that the computer industry should never have been developed, but only that its
beneﬁts need to be weighed against its negative effects. However, we are not interested in making such a cost-beneﬁt
evaluation here but would like to focus on an important lesson: If the evolution of the robotics industry is analogous to
that of computers, then we can expect important social and ethical challenges to rise from robotics as well, and attending
to them sooner rather than later will likely help mitigate those negative consequences.
Society has long been concerned with the impact of robotics, even before the technology was viable. Beginning with
the ﬁrst time the word ‘robot’ was coined [13], most literary works about robots are cautionary tales about insuﬃcient
programming, emergent behavior, errors, and other issues that make robots unpredictable and potentially dangerous (e.g.,
[5,6,16,45]). In popular culture, ﬁlms continue to dramatize and demonize robots, such as Metropolis, Star Wars, Blade Runner,
Terminator, AI, and I, Robot, to name just a few. Headlines today also stoke fears about robots wreaking havoc on the
battleﬁeld as well as ﬁnancial trading markets, perhaps justiﬁably so (e.g., [19]).
A loose band of scholars worldwide has been researching issues in robot ethics for some time (e.g., [42]). And a few
reports and books are trickling into the marketplace (e.g., [43,26,38]). But there has not yet been a single, accessible resource
that draws together such thinking on a wide range of issues, e.g., programming design, military affairs, law, privacy, religion,
healthcare, sex, psychology, robot rights, and more. To ﬁll that need, the authors of this paper are in the process of editing
a collection of robot-ethics papers [28] for MIT Press, a leading publisher in robotics as well as ethics. In this journal paper,
we will brieﬂy introduce the major issues in robot ethics.
1. What is a robot?
Let us start with a basic issue: What is a robot? Given society’s long fascination with robotics, it seems hardly worth
asking the question, as the answer surely must be obvious. On the contrary, there is still a lack of consensus among
roboticists on how they deﬁne the object of their craft. For instance, an intuitive deﬁnition could be that a robot is merely
a computer with sensors and actuators that allow it to interact with the external world; however, any computer that is
connected to a printer or can eject a CD might qualify as a robot under that deﬁnition, yet few roboticists would defend
that implication.
Certainly, artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) by itself can raise interesting issues, such as whether we ought to have humans in
the loop more in critical systems, e.g., those controlling energy grids and making ﬁnancial trades, lest we risk widespread
blackouts and stock-market crashes [14,29]. But robots or embodied AI that can directly exert inﬂuence on the world seem
to pose additional or special risks and ethical quandaries we want to distinguish here. A plausible deﬁnition, therefore,
needs to be more precise and distinguish robots from mere computers and other devices.
We do not presume we can resolve this great debate here, but it is important that we offer a working deﬁnition prior
to laying out the landscape of current and predicted applications of robotics. In its most basic sense, we deﬁne “robot” as
an engineered machine that senses, thinks, and acts: “Thus a robot must have sensors, processing ability that emulates some
aspects of cognition, and actuators. Sensors are needed to obtain information from the environment. Reactive behaviors
(like the stretch reﬂex in humans) do not require any deep cognitive ability, but on-board intelligence is necessary if the
robot is to perform signiﬁcant tasks autonomously, and actuation is needed to enable the robot to exert forces upon the
environment. Generally, these forces will result in motion of the entire robot or one of its elements (such as an arm, a leg,
or a wheel)” [9].
This deﬁnition does not imply that a robot must be electromechanical; it leaves open the possibility of biological robots,
as well as virtual or software ones. But it does rule out as robots any fully remote-controlled machines, since those devices
do not “think”, e.g., many animatronics and children’s toys. That is, most of these toys do not make decisions for themselves;
they depend on human input or an outside actor. Rather, the generally accepted idea of a robot depends critically on
the notion that it exhibits some degree of autonomy or can “think” for itself, making its own decisions to act upon the
environment. Thus, the US Air Force’s Predator unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), though mostly tele-operated by humans,
makes some navigational decisions on its own and therefore would count as a robot. By the same deﬁnition, the following
things are not robots: conventional landmines, toasters, adding machines, coffee makers, and other ordinary devices.
As should be clear by now, the deﬁnition of “robot” also trades on the notion of “think”, another source of contention
which we cannot fully engage here. By “think”, what we mean is that the machine is able to process information from
sensors and other sources, such as an internal set of rules either programmed or learned, and to make some decisions
autonomously. Of course, this deﬁnition merely postpones our task and invites another question: What does it mean for
machines to have autonomy? If we may simply stipulate it here, we deﬁne “autonomy” in robots as the capacity to operate in
the real-world environment without any form of external control, once the machine is activated and at least in some areas of operation,
for extended periods of time [9].
Thus again, fully remote- or tele-operated machines would not count as autonomous, since they depend on external
control; they cannot “think” and therefore cannot act for themselves. But what about the everyday desktop or laptop com
puters: Are they autonomous? Doesn’t their programming count as human inputs or external control in some important
sense? If so, how can robots ever be said to be free from external control, if all robots are computers (electromechanical or
otherwise) at their core?
These are all good questions that demand answers, for a complete discussion of what it means to be a robot. Many will
engage other diﬃcult issues from technical to philosophical, such as complexity, unpredictability, determinism, responsibility,

and free will. As such, we cannot offer a complete discussion given space limitations of this paper, and we will have to
content ourselves with the working deﬁnitions stipulated above—which should be enough to understand why we include
some machines and not others in the following section.
2. Robots today and tomorrow
Robots are often tasked to perform the “three Ds”, that is, jobs that are dull, dirty, or dangerous. For instance, automo
bile factory robots execute the same, repetitive assemblies over and over, with precision and without complaint; military
surveillance UAVs patrol the skies for far more hours than a human pilot can endure at a time. Robots crawl around in
dark sewers, inspecting pipes for leaks and cracks, as well as do the dirty work in our homes, such as vacuuming ﬂoors.
Not afraid of danger, they also explore volcanoes and clean up contaminated sites, in addition to more popular service in
defusing bombs and mediating hostage crises.
We can also think of robots more simply and broadly—as human replacements. More than mere tools which cannot
think and act independently, robots are able to serve in many old and new roles in society that are often handicapped,
or made impossible, by human frailties and limitations; that is, semi- and fully-autonomous machines could carry out
those jobs more optimally. Beyond the usual “three D’s”, robots perform delicate and diﬃcult surgeries, which are risky
with shaky human hands. They can navigate inaccessible places, such as the ocean ﬂoor or Mars. As the embodiment of
AI, they are more suited for jobs that demand information processing and action too quick for a human, such as the US
Navy’s Phalanx CIWS that detects, identiﬁes, and shoots down enemy missiles rapidly closing in on a ship. Some argue that
robots could replace humans in situations where emotions are liabilities, such as battleﬁeld robots that do not feel anger,
hatred, cowardice, or fear—human weaknesses that often cause wartime abuses and crimes by human soldiers [4]. Given
such capabilities, we ﬁnd robots already in society or under development in a wide range of roles, such as:
Labor and services: Nearly half of the world’s 7-million-plus service robots are Roomba vacuum cleaners [21], but oth
ers exist that mow lawns, wash ﬂoors, iron clothes, move objects from room to room, and other chores around the
home. Robots have been employed in manufacturing for decades, particularly in auto factories, but they are also used in
warehouses, movie sets, electronics manufacturing, food production, printing, fabrication, and many other industries.
Military and security: Grabbing headlines are war robots with ﬁerce names such as Predator, Reaper, Big Dog, Crusher,
Harpy, BEAR, Global Hawk, Dragon Runner, and more. They perform a range of duties, such as spying or surveillance (air,
land, underwater, space), defusing bombs, assisting the wounded, inspecting hideouts, and attacking targets. Police and
security robots today perform similar functions, in addition to guarding borders and buildings, scanning for pedophiles
and criminals, dispensing helpful information, reciting warnings, and more. There is also a growing market for homesecurity robots, which can shoot pepper spray or paintball pellets and transmit pictures of suspicious activities to their
owners’ mobile phones.
Research and education: Scientists are using robots in laboratory experiments and in the ﬁeld, such as collecting ocean
surface and marine-life data over extended periods (e.g., Rutgers University’s Scarlet Knight) and exploring new plan
ets (e.g., NASA’s Mars Exploration Rovers). In classrooms, robots are delivering lectures, teaching subjects (e.g., foreign
languages, vocabulary, and counting), checking attendance, and interacting with students.
Entertainment: Related to the above is the ﬁeld of “edutainment” or education-entertainment robots, which include
ASIMO, Nao, iCub, and others. Though they may lack a clear use, such as for military or manufacturing, they aid re
searchers in the study of cognition (both human and artiﬁcial), motion, and other areas related to the advancement of
robotics. Robotic toys, such as AIBO, Pleo, and RoboSapien, also serve as discovery and entertainment platforms.
Medical and healthcare: Some toy-like robots, such as PARO which looks like a baby seal, are designed for therapeutic
purposes, such as reducing stress, stimulating cognitive activity, and improving socialization. Similarly, University of
Southern California’s socially assistive robots help coach physical-therapy and other patients. Medical robots, such as da
Vinci Surgical System and ARES ingestible robots, are assisting with or conducting diﬃcult medical procedures on their
own. RIBA, IWARD, ERNIE, and other robots perform some the functions of nurses and pharmacists.
Personal care and companions: Robots are increasingly used to care for the elderly and children, such as RI-MAN, PaPeRo,
and CareBot. PALRO, QRIO, and other edutainment robots mentioned above can also provide companionship. Surprisingly,
relationships of a more intimate nature are not quite satisﬁed by robots yet, considering the sex industry’s reputation as
an early adopter of new technologies. Introduced in 2010, Roxxxy is billed as “the world’s ﬁrst sex robot” [17], but its
lack of autonomy or capacity to “think” for itself, as opposed to merely respond to sensors, suggests that it is not in fact
a robot, per the deﬁnition above.

Environment: Not quite as handy as WALL-E, robots today still perform important functions in environmental remediation,
such as collect trash, mop up after nuclear power plant disasters, remove asbestos, cap oil geysers, sniff out toxins,
identify polluted areas, and gather data on climate warming.
In the future: As AI advances, we can expect robots to play more complex and a wider range of roles in society: For
instance, police robots equipped with biometrics capabilities and sensors could detect weapons, drugs, and faces at a
distance. Military robots could make attack decisions on their own; in most cases today, there is a human triggerman
behind those robots. Driverless trains today and DARPA’s Grand Challenges are proof-of-concepts that robotic transporta
tion is possible, and even commercial airplanes today are controlled autonomously for a signiﬁcant portion of their ﬂight
today, never mind military UAVs. A general-purpose robot, if achievable, could service many of our domestic labor needs,
as opposed to a team of robots each with its own job.
We can also expect robots to scale down as well as up: Some robots are miniature today and ever shrinking, perhaps
bringing to life the idea of a “nano-bot”, swarms of which might work inside our bodies or in the atmosphere or cleaning
up oil spills. Even rooms or entire buildings might be considered as robots—beyond the “smart homes” of today—if they
can manipulate the environment in ways more signiﬁcant than turning on lights and air conditioning. With synthetic
biology, cognitive science, and nanoelectronics, future robots could be biologically based. And man-machine integrations,
i.e., cyborgs, may be much more prevalent than they are today, which are mostly limited to patients with artiﬁcial
body parts, such as limbs and joints that are controlled to some degree by robotics. Again, much of this speaks to the
fuzziness of the deﬁnition of robot: What we intuitively consider as robots today may change given different form-factors
and materials of tomorrow.
In some countries, robots are quite literally replacements for humans, such as Japan, where a growing elderly population
and declining birthrates mean a shrinking workforce [35]. Robots are built to speciﬁcally ﬁll that labor gap. And given the
nation’s storied love of technology, it is therefore unsurprising that approximately one out of 25 workers in Japan is a robot
[32]. While the US currently dominates the market in military robotics, nations such as Japan and South Korea lead in the
market for social robotics, such as elderly-care robots. Other nations with similar demographics, such as Italy, are expected
to introduce more robotics into their societies, as a way to shore up a decreasing workforce [19]; and nations without such
concerns can drive productivity, eﬃciency, and effectiveness to new heights with robotics.
3. Ethical and social issues
The Robotics Revolution promises a host of beneﬁts that are compelling and imaginative, but as with other emerging
technologies, they also come with risks and new questions that society must confront. This is not unexpected, given the
disruptive nature of technology revolutions. In the following, we map the myriad issues into three broad (and interrelated)
areas of ethical and social concern and provide representative questions for each area:
3.1. Safety and errors
We have learned by now that new technologies, ﬁrst and foremost, need to be safe. Asbestos, DDT, and fen-phen are
among the usual examples of technology gone wrong (e.g., [41,20,24]), having been introduced into the marketplace before
suﬃcient health and safety testing. A similar debate is occurring with nanomaterials now (e.g., [3]).
With robotics, the safety issue is with their software and design. Computer scientists, as fallible human beings, un
derstandably struggle to create a perfect piece of complex software: somewhere in the millions of lines of code, typically
written by teams of programmers, errors and vulnerabilities likely exist. While this usually does not result in signiﬁcant
harm with, say, oﬃce applications—just lost data if users do not periodically save their work (which arguably is their own
fault)—even a tiny software ﬂaw in machinery, such as a car or a robot, could lead to fatal results.
For instance, in August 2010, the US military lost control of a helicopter drone during a test ﬂight for more than 30
minutes and 23 miles, as it veered towards Washington DC, violating airspace restrictions meant to protect the White
House and other governmental assets [11]. In October 2007, a semi-autonomous robotic cannon deployed by the South
African army malfunctioned, killing nine “friendly” soldiers and wounding 14 others (e.g., [34]). Experts continue to worry
about whether it is humanly possible to create software sophisticated enough for armed military robots to discriminate
combatants from noncombatants, as well as threatening behavior from nonthreatening (e.g., [26]).
Never mind the scores of other military-robot accidents and failures [46], human deaths can and have occurred in civilian
society: The ﬁrst human to be killed by a robot was widely believed to be in 1979, in an auto factory accident in the US
[23]. And it does not take much to imagine that a mobile city-robot—a heavy piece of machinery—could accidentally run
over a small child.
Hacking is an associated concern, given how much attention is paid to computer security today. What makes a robot
useful—its strength, ability to access and operate in diﬃcult environments, expendability, and so on—could also be turned
against us, either by criminals or simply mischievous persons. This issue will become more important as robots become
networked and more indispensible to everyday life, as computers and smart phones are today. Indeed, the fundamentals

of robotics technology are not terribly diﬃcult to master: as formidable and fearsome as military robots are today, already
more than 40 nations have developed those capabilities, including Iran [39,15].
Thus, some of the questions in this area include: Is it even possible for us to create machine intelligence that can make
nuanced distinctions, such as between a gun and an ice-cream cone pointed at it, or understand human speech that is often
heavily based on context? What are the tradeoffs between non-programming solutions for safety—e.g., weak actuators, soft
robotic limbs or bodies, using only non-lethal weapons, or using robots in only speciﬁc situations such as a “kill box” in
which all humans are presumed to be enemy targets—and the limitations they create? How safe ought robots be prior to
their introduction into the marketplace or society, i.e., should a precautionary principle apply here? How would we balance
the need to safeguard robots from running amok (e.g., with a kill-switch) with the need to protect it from hacking or
capture? How can the “frame problem” be solved in practice, in such a way as to ensure robots only take salient, relevant
safety information into account?
3.2. Law and ethics
Linked to the risk of robotic errors, it may be unclear who is responsible for any resulting harm. Product liability laws are
largely untested in robotics and, anyway, continue to evolve in a direction that releases manufacturers from responsibility,
e.g., end-user license agreements in software. With military robots, for instance, there is a list of characters throughout
the supply chain that may be held accountable: the programmer, the manufacturer, the weapons legal review team, the
military procurement oﬃcer, the ﬁeld commander, the robot’s handler, and even the President of the United States, as the
commander-in-chief.
As robots become more autonomous, it may be plausible to assign responsibility to the robot itself, e.g., if it is able to
exhibit enough of the features that typically deﬁne personhood. If this seems too far-fetched, consider that synthetic biology
is forcing society to reconsider the deﬁnition of life, blurring the line between living and non-living agents (e.g., [10]). Also
consider that there is ongoing work in integrating computers and robotics with biological brains (e.g., [44]). A conscious
human brain (and its body) presumably has human rights, and replacing parts of the brain with something else, while not
impairing its function, would seem to preserve at least some of those rights and responsibilities (and possibly even add
novel rights as new capacities emerge, given “ought implies can”). We may come to a point at which more than half of
the brain or body is artiﬁcial, making the organism more robotic than human; seeing such a continuum between humans
and robots may make the issue of robot rights and duties more plausible. And if some (future) robots or cyborgs meet the
necessary requirements to have rights, which ones should they have, and how does one manage such portfolios of rights,
which may be unevenly distributed given a range of biological and technological capabilities?
In the near term, one natural way to think about minimizing risk of harm from robots is to program them to obey our
laws or follow a code of ethics. Of course, this is much easier said than done, since laws can be vague and context-sensitive,
which robots may not be sophisticated enough to understand, at least in the foreseeable future. Even the three (or four)
law of robotics in Asimov’s stories, as elegant and suﬃcient as they appear to be, create loopholes that result in harm (e.g.,
[6–8]).
Programming aside, the use of robots must also comply with law and ethics, and again those rules and norms may be
unclear or untested on such issues. For instance, landmines are an effective but horriﬁc weapon that indiscriminately kills,
whether soldiers or children; they have existed for hundreds of years, but it was only in 1983—after their heavy use in 20th
century wars—that certain uses of landmines were banned, e.g., planting them without means to identify and remove them
later [40]; and only in 1999 did an international treaty ban the production and use of landmines [1]. Likewise, the use of
military robots may raise legal and ethical questions that we have yet to fully consider (e.g., [26,27]) and, later in retrospect,
may seem obviously unethical or unlawful.
Another relevant area of law concerns privacy. Several forces are driving this concern, including: the shrinking size of
digital cameras and other recording devices, an increasing emphasis on security at the expense of privacy (e.g., expanded
wiretap laws, a blanket of surveillance cameras in some cities to monitor and prevent crimes), advancing biometrics capa
bilities and sensors, and database integrations. Besides robotic spy planes, we previously mentioned (future) police robots
that could conduct intimate surveillance at a distance, such as detecting hidden drugs or weapons and identifying faces
unobtrusively; if linked to databases, they could also run background checks on one’s driving, medical, banking, shopping,
or other records to determine if the person should be apprehended [36]. Domestic robots too can be easily equipped with
surveillance devices—as home security robots already are—that may be monitored or accessed by third parties [12].
Of course, ethical and cultural norms, and therefore law, vary around the world, so it is unclear whose ethics and law
ought to be the standard in robotics; and if there is no standard, which jurisdictions would gain advantages or cause policy
challenges internationally? Such challenges may require international policies, treaties, and perhaps even international laws
and enforcement bodies. This kind of political-cultural schism is not merely theoretical, but one we have already seen in
military law: the US, for instance, has refused to sign or accede the aforementioned landmine ban, also known as the
Ottawa Treaty. The relationship of robotic aircraft (drones) to international law is likewise a vexed issue: the US assumes its
Predator attacks in Pakistan are legal, whereas many other countries disagree. And Japanese and Americans may well have
different moral sensibilities in leaving care of the elderly solely in the hands (or extender arms) of robots. From these global
variations in ethics and law, it may be reasonable to expect an uneven trajectory for robot development worldwide, which
affects the proliferation of associated beneﬁts and pragmatic challenges.

Other questions in this area include: If we could program a code of ethics to regulate robotic behavior, which ethical the
ory should we use? Are there unique legal or moral hazards in designing machines that can autonomously kill people? Or
should robots merely be considered tools, such as guns and computers, and regulated accordingly? Is it ethically permissible
to abrogate responsibility for our elderly and children to machines that seem to be a poor substitute for human companion
ship (but perhaps better than no—or abusive—companionship)? Will robotic companionship (that could replace human or
animal companionship) for other purposes, such as drinking buddies, pets, other forms of entertainment, or sex, be morally
problematic? At what point should we consider a robot to be a “person”, thus affording it some rights and responsibilities,
and if that point is reached, will we need to emancipate our robot “slaves”? Do we have any other distinctive moral duties
towards robots? As they develop enhanced capacities, should cyborgs have a different legal status than ordinary humans? At
what point does a technology-mediated surveillance count as a “search”, which would generally require a judicial warrant?
Are there particular moral qualms with placing robots in positions of authority, such as police, prison or security guards,
teachers, or any other government roles or oﬃces in which humans would be expected to obey robots?
3.3. Social impact
How might society change with the Robotics Revolution? As with the Industrial and Internet Revolutions, one key con
cern is about a loss of jobs. Factories had replaced legions of workers who used to perform the same work by hand, giving
way to the faster, more eﬃcient processes of automation. Internet ventures such as Amazon.com, eBay, and even smaller
“e-tailers” are still edging out brick-and-mortar retailers who have much higher overhead and operating expenses. Likewise,
as potential replacements for humans—performing certain jobs better, faster, and so on—robots may displace human jobs,
regardless of whether the workforce is growing or declining.
The standard response is that human workers, whether replaced by other humans or machines, would then be free to
focus their energies where they can make a greater impact, i.e., at jobs in which they have a greater competitive advantage
[33]; to resist this change is to support ineﬃciency. For instance, by outsourcing call-center jobs to other nations where the
pay is less, displaced workers (in theory) can perform “higher-value” jobs, whatever those may be. Further, the demand for
robots itself creates additional jobs. Yet, theory and eﬃciency provide little consolation for the human worker who needs a
job to feed her or his family, and cost-beneﬁts may be negated by unintended effects, e.g., a negative customer experience
with call-center representatives whose ﬁrst language is not that of the customers.
Connected to labor, some experts are concerned about technology dependency (e.g., [42]). For example, as robots prove
themselves to be better than humans in diﬃcult surgeries, the resulting loss of those jobs may also mean the gradual loss
of that medical skill or knowledge, to the extent that there would be fewer human practitioners. This is not the same worry
with labor and service robots that perform dull and dirty tasks, in that we care less about the loss of those skills; but there
is a similar issue of becoming overly reliant on technology for basic work. For one thing, this dependency seems to cause
society to be more fragile: for instance, the Y2K problem caused signiﬁcant panic, since so many critical systems—such
as air-traﬃc control and banking—were dependent on computers whose ability to correctly advance their internal clock
to January 1, 2000 (as opposed to resetting it to January 1, 1900) was uncertain; and similar situations exist today with
malicious computer viruses du jour.
Like the social networking and email capabilities of the Internet Revolution, robotics may profoundly impact human
relationships. Already, robots are taking care of our elderly and children, though there are not many studies on the effects
of such care, especially in the long term. Some soldiers have emotionally bonded with the bomb-disposing PackBots that
have saved their lives, sobbing when the robot meets its end (e.g., [38,22]). And robots are predicted to soon become our
lovers and companions [25]: they will always listen and never cheat on us. Given the lack of research studies in these areas,
it is unclear whether psychological harm might arise from replacing human relationships with robotic ones.
Harm also need not be directly to persons, e.g., it could also be to the environment. In the computer industry, “e-waste”
is a growing and urgent problem (e.g., [31]), given the disposal of heavy metals and toxic materials in the devices at the end
of their product lifecycle. Robots as embodied computers will likely exacerbate the problem, as well as increase pressure
on rare-earth elements needed today to build computing devices and energy resources needed to power them. Networked
robots would also increase the amount of ambient radiofrequency radiation, like that created by mobile phones—which have
been blamed, fairly or not, for a decline of honeybees necessary for pollination and agriculture [37], in addition to human
health problems (e.g., [2]).
Thus, some of the questions in this area include: What is the predicted economic impact of robotics, all things consid
ered? How do we estimate the expected costs and beneﬁts? Are some jobs too important or too dangerous for machines to
take over? What do we do with the workers displaced by robots? How do we mitigate disruption to a society dependent on
robotics, if those robots were to become inoperable or corrupted, e.g., through an electromagnetic pulse or network virus?
Is there a danger with emotional attachments to robots? Are we engaging in deception by creating anthropomorphized
machines that may lead to such attachments, and is that bad? Is there anything essential in human companionship and
relationships that robots cannot replace? What is the environmental impact of a much larger robotics industry than we
have today? Could we possibly face any truly cataclysmic consequences from the widespread adoption of social robotics,
and if so, should a precautionary principle apply?

4. Engaging the issues now
These are only some of the questions which the emerging ﬁeld of robot ethics is concerned with, and many of these
questions lead to the doorsteps of other areas of ethics and philosophy, e.g., computer ethics and philosophy of mind, in ad
dition to the disciplines of psychology, sociology, economics, politics, and more. Note also that we have not even considered
the more popular “Terminator” scenarios in which robots—through super artiﬁcial intelligence—subjugate humanity, which
are highly speculative scenarios that continually overshadow more urgent and plausible issues.
The robotics industry is rapidly advancing, and robots in society today are already raising many of these questions. This
points to the need to attend to robot ethics now, particularly as consensus on ethical issues is usually slow to catch up
with technology, which can lead to a “policy vacuum” [30]. As an example, the Human Genome Project was started in 1990,
but it took 18 years after that for Congress to ﬁnally pass a bill to protect Americans from discrimination based on their
genetic information. Right now, society is still fumbling through privacy, copyright, and other intellectual property issues in
the Digital Age, nearly 10 years since Napster was ﬁrst shut down.
As researchers and educators, we hope that our forthcoming volume of robot-ethics papers will provide and motivate
greater discussion—both in and outside the classroom—across the broad continuum of issues, such as described above. The
contributors to our edited book include many respected and well-known experts in robotics and technology ethics today,
including: Colin Allen, Peter Asaro, Anthony Beavers, Selmer Bringsjord, Marcello Guarini, James Hughes, Gert-Jan Lokhorst,
Matthias Scheutz, Noel Sharkey, Rob Sparrow, Jeroen van den Hoven, Gianmarco Veruggio, Wendell Wallach, Kevin Warwick,
and others.
Sometimes to deaf ears, history lectures us on the importance of foresight: While the invention of such things as the
printing press, gunpowder, automobiles, computers, vaccines, and so on, has profoundly changed the world (for the better,
we hope), they have also led to unforeseen consequences, or perhaps consequences that might have been foreseen and
addressed had we bothered to investigate them. Least of all, they have disrupted the status quo, which is not necessarily
a terrible thing in and of itself; but unnecessary and dramatic disruptions, such as mass displacements of workers or
industries, have real human costs to them. Given lessons from the past, society is beginning to think more about ethics and
policy in advance of, or at least in parallel to, the development of new game-changing technologies, such as geneticallymodiﬁed foods, nanotechnology, neuroscience, and human enhancement—and now we add robotics to that syllabus.
At the same time, we recognize that these technologies seem to jump out of the pages of science ﬁction, and the ethical
dilemmas they raise also seem too distant to consider, if not altogether unreal. But as Isaac Asimov foretold: “It is change,
continuing change, inevitable change, that is the dominant factor in society today. No sensible decision can be made any
longer without taking into account not only the world as it is, but the world as it will be . . . This, in turn, means that our
statesmen, our businessmen, our everyman must take on a science ﬁctional way of thinking” [7]. With human ingenuity,
what was once ﬁction is becoming fact, and the new challenges it brings are all too real.
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